
GB-INWAVPL In-Wall Gear Box for 
AV Component Storage

ITEM: GB-INWAVPL

WEIGHT CAPACITY:  
20 LB | 9.07 KG
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FEATURES

The GB-INWAVPL is an All-in-One solution that works perfectly with the LMV family 
line to line to address AV equipment storage challenges. It also combines with 
other ADA compliant mounting solutions to provide storage for ultra-slim mounting 
applications. It is designed with 8 available conduit knockouts ranging in size from 
.5’ to 1.25” so that installers can easily customize the GB-INWAVPL to their specfic 
installation needs. 

Built-in tie-down anchor points organize and secure all equipment and cables, 
and it inculdes a built-in electrical box with two universal power plugs. Utilizing the 
GB-INWAVPL with the Premier Mounts LMV family of flat-panel mounting solutions 
allows for video wall arrangements to have the ultimate storage space for digital 
media players. No matter what if it is a large LCD video wall or a small LCD video 
wall, utilize the extra space and get the visual structure as close to the wall as 
possible using a recessed in wall gearbox.
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1  Pairs with larger display 
mounting solutions

2  Built in electrical box

3  8 available conduit 
knockouts (.5”-1.25”)

4  Two universal  
power plugs

5  Perfect for holding video 
wall components

6  Allows for integrated, 
recessed digital displays
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GB-INWAVPL In-Wall Gear Box for AV Component Storage

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING

SPECIFICATIONS
WEIGHT COLOR MOUNTING PATTERNS WEIGHT CAPACITY

7 lb | 3.18 kg Black None 20 lb | 9.07 kg

WIDTH X HEIGHT X DEPTH WARRANTY
14 x 20.2 3 in | 355.6 x 513.08 x 76.2 mm Lifetime

PACKAGING
LENGTH x WIDTH x DEPTH CONTENTS

23.4 x 19 x 6.34 in | 594.36 x 482.6 x 161.04 mm Mount (x1), Instruction Manual (x1), Universal Hardware Pack (x1)


